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NEW QUESTION: 1
Two FortiADC devices form an HA cluster. What information can
be synchronized between both FortiADC devices? (Choose three.)

A. SNMP system information
B. HTTP persistence pickup
C. RAID settings
D. Layer 4 session pickup
E. Layer 4 persistence pickup
Answer: B,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
A vSphere operator can only configure up to two virtual CPUs
when deploying a new virtual machine (VM).
Refer to the exhibit:
What is the cause erf this situation?
A. The selected cluster is not in DRS mode.
B. VMs support a maximum of 2 CPUs.
C. The compatibility selected is "ESXi6.5 and later".
D. The selected ESXI host has only 2 CPUs.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
A major finance organisation has engaged your company to set up
a large data mining application.
Using AWS you decide the best service for this is Amazon
Elastic MapReduce(EMR) which you know uses Hadoop.
Which of the following statements best describes Hadoop?
A. Hadoop is an open source javascript framework
B. Hadoop is an open source Java software framework
C. Hadoop is 3rd Party software which can be installed using
AMI
D. Hadoop is an open source python web framework
Answer: B
Explanation:
Amazon EMR uses Apache Hadoop as its distributed data
processing engine.
Hadoop is an open source, Java software framework that supports
data-intensive distributed applications running on large
clusters of commodity hardware. Hadoop implements a programming
model named
"MapReduce," where the data is divided into many small
fragments of work, each of which may be executed on any node in
the cluster.
This framework has been widely used by developers, enterprises
and startups and has proven to be a reliable software platform
for processing up to petabytes of data on clusters of thousands
of commodity machines.
Reference: http://aws.amazon.com/elasticmapreduce/faqs/
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